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July 10, 2020 

Dear Mr. President Donald J. Trump: 

I’ve been meaning to write to you for some time now, but several reasons have been stopping me: 

afraid for my health and the remains of my livelihood from the oligarchs here in Hungary, to just 

name a couple. Another is that I know how busy you are. Nevertheless, I’m writing now because I 

recently saw an article that stated that the Prime Minister of Hungary Viktor Orbán wrote to you and 

I also saw another happy-go-lucky picture with you and him that irks me. Although I obviously can’t 

know the details of what about he wrote to you, I can be confident that it was skewed with corrupt 

intent and I would like to provide you with a little insight into the Hungarian condition, if you don’t 

already know it well, so let me oblige myself.  

I’m a USA citizen by birth—from California—and have been a Hungarian citizen for more than a 

couple of years now, though I’ve been here since 2002. I lost everything in California due to my 

crappy siblings and the illegal immigration—and my own crappy government—the USA—as well as 

my own crappy misinterpretations of reality, for sure, but that’s another story I won’t bore you with.  

I have been supporting you from afar from the very beginning and I’ve fought very hard to get you 

elected. I like you quite a bit, though I don’t at all like your populist moves that are not constitutional, 

thus that are not in your job description. However, I do hope to walk or horse ride the entire distance 

of that southern border wall you’re building if opportunity is available for me to do it, because I have 

been fighting for it for more than 40 years. I wrote to the California Governor, Senator Diane 

Feinstein and others about it decades ago, but all I got from Feinstein was a standard form and 

feigned reply and nothing else from anybody else. 

Follow the USA Constitution, Mr. President, and all else will take care of itself. For one; the debt is 

out of control! You talked about it during your campaign, but you rarely mention it now. Example 2; 

since the corona virus is not a national emergency and is based on a false premise, you should stop 

spending your energy and tax payer money on the article. You’re promising a vaccine? Really? Do 

you know how many viruses the human body holds within any given day? Anyway, it’s not “a 

government-sized job.” Get out of the medical industry and get out of the education industry! 

Example 3; if you don’t kill the ‘Creature from Jekyll Island’, the snake—no matter how much we 

hope, will always grow a new head and overpower you. I accept the fact that you never created any 

of the mess and the huge size of government and have done relatively well in curbing many trends; 

nevertheless, many of us are hopeful that you fulfill more of your promises, but I’m dubious to the 

whole idea.  

Well, anyway, you’re still the best the USA has seen in my lifetime (I’m in my 60s) and I continue to 

wish you the best! Everyone looks up to the USA for direction, even though they criticize it as much 

as they do the Jews. 

However, I’m not writing to talk to you about those things at this moment, but I am here to talk to 

you about the state of Hungary and the oligarchs who want you to like them. I became a political 

activist here in 2008 when I began researching the bribes and corruption in the Hungarian 

entertainment, talent contest industry—which is huge (I’m the only one in the country, as far as I 

know, who has reported on it to any degree.), and after recognizing the level of socialist (a.k.a. 
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communist) ideologies here—which is huge; and then later after falling victim to an international 

mortgage fraud loan scam that cost me well over 120,000 dollars illegally confiscated from my 

person, as well as has cost hundreds of thousands of other Hungarians their homes, businesses, 

general welfare, that has caused even a larger rise in suicides and deserters by those who have been 

disenfranchised by the delusional and unlawful collaborations of the elites who set illegal and 

political policies, and has resulted in a huge overtaking by oligarchs primed for positioning.  

You know you live in a communist country when your hospital bathrooms look like they were 

salvaged from a dark place in Africa, but every patient and visitor must suddenly wear a mask 

because each other and collectively the ‘good citizens’ are suddenly worried about hygiene, not from 

the poor conditions in the hospitals, but from a virus that has existed since before the birth of 

mankind. Is it because the dictators dictate that we must protect the community by wearing masks 

(that don’t do anything) or because the sheeple really believe in the daily rote propaganda sales 

pitches—who knows which?  

Although an international phenomenon, the banking currency fraud scheme in Hungary involves a 

cartel that includes at least 31 banks (I’ve counted that many so far) doing business here, and the 

main political parties: MSZP, FIDESZ and KDNP. FIDESZ is like the USA Democrat party without 

competition and Orbán can be compared to Nancy Pelosi, or perhaps Vladamir Putyin—you like 

working with them, don’t you? It’s in the name: National Socialism. Certainly you can sympathize 

with Hungary’s condition as it is in reality, seeing that you have seen the level of malice in these 

institutions first hand yourself in the USA.   

I study, read and blog in both English and Hungarian and unofficially associate myself to a relatively 

weak, yet enduring activist group called “Sárgapólósok” (The Yellow T-shirt Clan), which is a peace-

loving group that mostly protests the mortgage fraud scandals, but had been severely fined and 

harassed by public authorities. Freedom of expression here has never been recognized and many 

would like me to shut up while others are somewhat afraid for me, but admire my efforts. If I need to 

say something more acutely in Hungarian that needs to be accurately translated and grammatically 

correct, I hire a professional—though, rarely is that hired professional 100% proper with the 

assignment; my work is mostly on the sly.  

I have unofficially worked with officials in the government, and in fact, one of them received a letter 

from you (or your administration) regarding security issues (Of course he followed protocol and 

didn’t provide me with more information about that). He is also one who submitted the absurd 

lockdown policies due to the popularity of the corona virus lie. I’ve also edited another short 

document for a politician through a third party regarding the “beautiful” Hungarian-Chinese 

connection; though I don’t agree with those policies and ideas, I did it well because it was what I was 

hired to do.  

The Hungarian oligarchs are as corrupt as any. I hope that you are aware of these facts here because 

if you, Mr. President, give these fools more power by your support of them, a very dangerous 

precedence for us average citizens who would like to grow in good sense and change this system of 

dictatorship and indoctrination, an even more detrimental motion will be set up against us. I know 

you have already made significant contributions to the oligarchs, which is in direct opposition to the 

common man in these parts—even though many of them don’t seem to know about either, your 

support for the oligarchs, or the ramifications of such events. The Hungarian oligarchs are already 
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supported by Russia, Turkey, The European Union, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and other Muslim countries, 

most of which is contrary to popular acknowledgement.  

Socialism kills everything and National Socialism (a.k.a. the officially adopted Fidesz doctrine; a.k.a. 

illiberalism) is every bit as dangerous and malicious as Global Socialism. They are always looking to 

steal something somehow without considering the ramifications to their subservient stooges—us, 

who would just like to be left alone. The voters vote for communism and yes, they get communism—

who would have ever thought? And these oligarchs have become the monitors of their own 

misdeeds. I’m simply asking you to open your eyes, Mr. President!  

Case in point: Hungarian oligarchs are by any definition sadistic parasites. If you want to help anyone 

in this land, you can start by holding them accountable for the banking fraud collusion scams that 

have cost hundreds of thousands of Hungarians in so many ways. AND I DON’T CARE ABOUT HOW 

HUGE THE POPULAR SUPPORT IS OR SEEMS TO BE for these buffoons; besides, Facebook postings 

don’t show the same parallel sympathetic assumptions. Supporting them is supporting the devouring 

beast while simultaneously supporting our demise.  

Here are some flyers I share periodically. I’m not sure that I’ll be sending them all to you—maybe just 

a couple, due to the expense and the probability that you won’t even see this letter. My flyer 

production has been a bit expensive for me, but I’m pissed as hell. These flyers are for the most part 

in Hungarian, but not all of the content in all of them. Their updated versions are on the provided link 

below. You have been vectorized and imbedded in one of them. This is my little contribution and I’m 

just angry with the level of disdain the oligarchs have on their own people.  

The Hungarian condition is very much the distinction between having a Democracy (WHICH THE 

U.S.A. IS NOT) and having a Republic that limits the power of government.  Viktor Orbán is nearly 

your polar opposite. I’d use the phrase “’completely’ your polar opposite”, but you aren’t completely 

constitutional in every regard. Nevertheless, you are the man and I hope that my hope for you isn’t in 

vain! Many say that you were sent by God Almighty and I agree! And KDNP, Fidesz’ co-conspirators 

and the so-called ‘Christian party’ coalitioners …well, God isn’t a socialist!  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yPkMtzdcZtILMSYQdx_yIpuEEdkyUssM  

Atomok - Neutronok és síró-pityogó 
Atoms - Neutron and Cry Babies 
Cars-Politicians-Homeless  
Devil-KDB-BG-Banks 
Fascism in Hungary  
Hungarian Logic 101-Part 01 of 15 Douglass-
Washington-Petőfi  
Hungarian Logic 101-Part 2 of 15-English-
Eladva 

Hungarian Logic 101-Part 3 of 15-The Power to 
Tax 
Mice Die 
My Two Wars - War 2  
National Socialism vs National Patriotism 
Stop Soros - Stop Orbán  
Terrorist or Hero  
The Corona Virus and King-translation  
Work Makes You Free 

 
Make America Great Again and Hungary Great for once by holding the oligarchs’ feet to the fire! 
 
-Chris 
mediaaccess.hu 


